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INNOVATE 

India Coobit.. 
Out of the 

cubiclee 
From trailblazers in cool jobs to those whove left not 

so-Cool ones to venture out on their own, meet the 
most inqenious protessionals and entrepreneurs in town 



Ahuja was 
the official 

photographer 
at Ziro Music 

Festival 

THE HACKER NETWORK 

Harishankaran Karunanidhi, 
co-founder, HackerRank 
By his third year ot studying 

computer engineering at NIT 
Trichy, Karunanidhi had developed 
a formidable reputation as a code 

writing quiz modules tor coding 
competitions. Soon he met Vivek 

Ravishankar, a marketing whiz-kid. They realised 
the inefficacy of students solving coding problems 

on paper that were then reviewed by recruitinq 

companies. I he two got together and launched 
HackerRank in 2009. Today Quora, Amazon, 

Goldman Sachs and Wal-Mart are a few companies 
on their client list. Using their plattorm, a company 

can post coding challenges, organise hackathons
and find the best candidate for the job online. 
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How to play 
VOGUE 

Shiv Ahuja 

T You will be locked 2 Look around3 kind clues & keys 
n a room 

Clue Hunt is 
Indias firstvStve puzzles 5 Get out 
escape game puZzles

VO 

ATHE GAME MAKER 
Ketan and Tina 
Chhatpar, co-founders, 
Clue Hunt 
Remember the 90s 
sensation Crystal Maze 
Richard OBrian's shiny 
bald head and the thrill 
of wondering if the 

contestants will make it 
out on time? Ketan and 

ASCHOOL OF ROCK 
Shiv Ahuja, music photographer For this long-haired gangly teenager, the camera strapped to his back was his way into bars, music and bands. Soon the stars onstage were his triends and subjects ot his photographs. Editorials in magazines put him on the map and made him a tixture on the Indian indie-music scene. Over the years, trom the days of cover-driven music and first-time festivalsto his camera moving away from the stage and on to what lies beyond and behind, Ahuja has gone from fan boy to documenting a sub-culture. Even as he takes some time out and pursues his MFA from IED Photography in Madrid, Spain, his music-based photography continues to haunt him: "I want to go beyond making this a document of what we were upP to and instead make this a specitic statement about what I saw growing up in this environment. 
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VOGUE 
ATHE GAME MAKER 
Ketan and Tina 
Chhatpar, co-founders,
Clue Hunt 
Remember the 90s 
sensation Crystal Maze- 
Richard OBrians shiny 
bald head and the thrill 
of wondering if the 
contestants will make it 
out on time? Ketan and 
wife Tina Chhatpar 
were similarly addicted 
and, come 21st 

ina and Ketahre 
Chhatpar 

century, they moved on 
to live escape video games. When they realised that lokyo and Silicon Valley hosted real-lite escap games, the thrill-seekers knew they had to introdu the concept in India. They now spend their days creating mystery adventure games where a gro up 
of people are locked inside a room and their go al 

nt 
is 

to find their escape within 60 minutes. Clue Hunt is Indias first live escape game and they ve alrea begun to spread their game rooms across Mur 
016.7 hey plan to open franchises across India by 20 6. 


